Addi
tional Comments:

What did you like best about PEP?
- “Great tips and information given and shared!”
- “Learning the prompts. It was very informative.”
- “I enjoyed the role-playing segment, which offered real-time feedback.”
- “The interaction with PEP leaders.”
- “How the parents interacted and were able to ask questions without hesitation.”
- “The opportunity to speak with and learn from/with other parents.”
- “Being able to observe child/causal session/short.”
- “My husband loved the parents classes, he said he learned a lot f good information that could easily transfer to home.”
- “Exercises”
- “Learning ways to make improving speech fun.”
- “Learning a style of reading that is beneficial to M (child)”

What would make PEP better?
- Additional Sessions
- The parent who attended said no improvements were needed